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MODEL XS
The Geneva Sound System Model XS is the world’s first
portable audio system with true Hi-Fi sound. Inspired by
the classic travel clock, it comes in a sturdy leather-like
clamshell case that flips open to deliver rich and detailed
sound. Closed, it’s a stylish accessory small enough to
slip into any briefcase.

Specifications













2.1 speaker system with two 1” tweeters and one
2¼” woofer
Bluetooth for wireless audio streaming
When in Bluetooth and Line-in mode powered by
digital amplifier for optimal audio performance;
when in FM mode powered by analog amplifier
for optimal radio reception
Each speaker individually powered and
chambered for accurate acoustics
Rechargeable lithium battery with more than 5
hours play-time
Digital FM radio tuner with auto search function
Digital clock with alarm
LED display for volume/mode/frequency
TouchLight controls – backlit, touch-sensitive
Stereo mini line-in jack for external audio

Finish
White
Black
Red

Price per unit
R 2990.00
R 2990.00
R 2990.00

Matte Black
Matte Red
Matte White

R 2990.00
R 2990.00
R 2990.00

MODEL S WIRELESS
The new Model S Wireless offers even more:
completely re-engineered components, higher-grade
electronics and speaker drivers for even more
impressive sound, and the convenience of instant
wireless connectivity. It introduces innovations that
make Hi-Fi easier and more eye-pleasing: TouchLight
controls, Bluetooth 2.1 A2DP: for high quality
wireless audio streaming, and a digital clock radio.
TouchLights brighten on contact, giving extensive
iPod menu control no competitor provides. The new
Model S Wireless is the perfect companion to today's
smart phones and tablets making wireless home
audio simple and beautiful.

Specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two full-range 3” drivers
Two bass ports with dynamic loudness
Two Class D digital amplifiers – extremely
efficient, low-power consumption
Digital FM radio with 6 presets
Analog Audio in: 1 × stereo mini line-in with 3.5
mm (⅛ inch)
Bluetooth 2.1 A2DP: for high quality wireless
audio streaming
Digital clock with alarm
LED display for volume/mode/frequency
TouchLight controls – backlit, touch-sensitive
Remote control
Table stand in brushed aluminium finish

Finish
White
Black
Red

Price per unit
R 5290.00
R 5290.00
R 5290.00

Matte White
Matte Black
Matte Red

R 5290.00
R 5290.00
R 5290.00

MODEL M WIRELESS
The Model M Wireless is a complete bookshelf sized
stereo system crafted in a single cabinet made out of
piano-lacquered wood. The compact system houses
two separate Hi-Fi speakers and uses patented
technology to deliver true stereo imaging. Driven by a
powerful digital amplifier, it delivers an audio
performance that competes with much larger
conventional Hi-Fi systems.
The Model M Wireless is able to exploit the superior
audio potential of DAB and Blutooth A2DP streaming
to generate an enriched listening experience from
digital music collections and online sources through
suitably equipped smartphones, tablets and PC’s.

Specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two 1” tweeters
Two full-range 4” woofers - two bass ports
Each speaker individually powered and
chambered for accurate acoustics
Four powerful Class D digital amplifiers –
extremely efficient, low-power consumption
FM RDS radio with 6 presets
LED display
Stereo mini line-in jack for external audio
Remote control
Digital clock with alarm
TouchLight controls – backlit, touch-sensitive
Bluetooth 2.1 A2DP
Digital Radio – DAB and DAB+ standards
Optional floor stand in brushed aluminium finish

Finish
Black
Red
Walnut
White

Price per unit
R 9 500.00
R 9 500.00
R 10 000.00
R 9 500.00

Model M Stand

R 2 250.00

MODEL L WIRELESS
The newly updated Model L Wireless takes an award
winning product and makes it better. Already
considered by many to the be the only music system
any home would need, the new wireless model
comes with full DAB/DAB+ radio support, as well as
high quality Bluetooth apt-X wireless streaming. CD
support is offered, as well as analogue mini-jack
completing the extensive list of source options.

Specifications
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two 1” tweeters
Two full-range 5¼” woofers two bass ports
Each speaker individually powered and
chambered for accurate acoustics
Four powerful Class D digital amplifiers, 100 watts
total – extremely efficient, low-power
consumption
Digital FM radio with 6 presets
LED display for volume/mode/track/frequency
DAB/DAB+ Radio support
Bluetooth 2.1 A2DP with aptX and AAC
CD player – slot loading
Stereo mini line-in jack for external audio
Stereo RCA line-in jack for external audio
Remote control
Optional floor stand in brushed aluminium finish

Finish
Black
Red
Walnut
White

Price per unit
R 18 500.00
R 18 500.00
R 19 800.00
R 18 500.00

Model L Stand

R 2 700.00

MODEL XL WIRELESS
The Geneva Sound System Model XL is a reference
system found in legendary recording studios, as well
as in the homes and studios of leading product
designers, fashion creators, architects, artists, and art
collectors. Now updated with wireless connectivity
the XL provides a level of luxury and functionality
coupled with its already exceptional sound quality.

Specifications
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two 1” tweeters
Two full-range 5¼” woofers
Two 8” subwoofers
Each speaker individually powered and
chambered for accurate acoustics
Six powerful Class D digital amplifiers, 600 watts
total – extremely efficient, low-power
consumption
Digital FM radio with 6 presets
Bluetooth for wireless audio streaming with high
quality aptX and AAC codecs
LED display for volume/mode/track/frequency
CD player – slot loading
Stereo mini line-in jack for external audio
Stereo RCA line-in jack for external audio
Remote control
Optional floor stand in brushed aluminium finish

Finish
Black
Red
Walnut
White

Price per unit
R 28 990.00
R 28 990.00
R 30 500.00
R 28 990.00

Model XL Stand

R 2 700.00

MODEL CINEMA

Demand from TV users for better sound and space economy has allowed Geneva to flex its world-famous audio
design capability, with the Model Cinema, a high-end TV sound system/stand, enhanced by the brands accurate, sizedefying sound quality, minimalist aesthetics, and immaculate construction.
All the virtues that have propelled Geneva to the super-league of home entertainment design are powerfully
resolved. From a stylishly neutral matt white or black cabinet under the control of a simple and intuitive aluminium
remote handset, Model Cinema integrates advanced digital processing technology with exemplary audio engineering
and smart connectivity to develop a superior sound-base, wider in both capability and audio coverage.

Specifications
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Four full-range 2" woofers
One 5¼” subwoofers
Five powerful Class D
Digital signal processing (DSP) with proprietary
algorithms optimized for TV and Movie audio
Three different audio inputs for audio from TV:
o Analog audio (2 RCA connectors)
o Digital audio (optical) with TOSLINK
o Digital audio (coax), RCA connector
Bluetooth 2.1 A2DP for wireless audio streaming
LED display
Aluminium Remote control
Your TV can be placed on the Model Cinema

Finish
White
Black

Price per unit
R 9 500.00
R 9 500.00

MODEL XXL

Geneva Sound System Model XXL combines stunning looks with advanced acoustics to produce a powerful home
theatre and high-fidelity music system contained inside an elegant furniture-grade wood cabinet finished in a choice
of white, black, or red piano-lacquer.

Specifications
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wide, deep surround sound from 7 speakers
8” subwoofer for startling sound effects
Each speaker individually powered and sealed for
accurate acoustics
Seven powerful Class D digital amplifiers, 589
watts total – extremely efficient, low-power
consumption
Apple AirPlay; DLNA/UPnP (WiFi, WPS, Ethernet)
Bluetooth Audio A2DP
FM/DAB/DAB+/DMB digital radio tuner with 6 FM
and 6 DAB presets
LED display
Adjustable storage space for external components
Your TV can be placed on the Model XXL

Finish
White
Red
Black

Price per unit
R 46 500.00
R 46 500.00
R 46 500.00

AEROSPHERE

The Geneva Aerosphere is a completely modular and wireless Hi-Fi audio system that can grow into a multi-room
system. It is connect with Wi-Fi (AirPlay and DLNA support) and Bluetooth and can be easily controlled by a custom
designed app on any Smartphone or tablet. A flexible and extendable multi-room streaming concept with convincing
sound and very good craftsmanship the Aerosphere system offers effortless Hi-Fi multi-room audio. Th

Specifications
Large
•
•
•

Speaker system: 2 x 1 inch tweeters and 2 x 4 inch
woofers and 1 x 6 inch subwoofer
Five powerful Class D digital amplifiers
Analog audio input for external audio: stereo mini
(3.5 mm / ⅛ inch) connector

Small
•
•
•

Speaker system: 1 x 1 inch tweeters and 1 x 4 inch
woofers
Two powerful Class-D digital amplifiers
Analog audio input for external audio: stereo mini
(3.5 mm / ⅛ inch) connector

CD Base Station
•
•
•
•

Stereo mini line-in jack for external audio
Stereo RCA line-in jack for external audio
Remote control
Optional floor stand in brushed aluminium finish

Model
Large
Small
Base Station
Stand

Price per unit
R 14 500.00
R 9 500.00
R 9 500.00
R2 500.00

ACCESSORIES
Stand Model M
The brushed aluminium finish floor stand raises the
system to a height of 78.8 cm while hiding the power
cord and antenna for a clean clutter-free look.
Specifications



Dimensions: H: 52.0cm
Weight: 8.5kg

Finish
Chrome Aluminium

Price per unit
R 2 250.00

Stand Model L
The brushed aluminium finish floor stand raises the
system to a height of 78.8 cm while hiding the power
cord and antenna for a clean clutter-free look.
Specifications



Dimensions: H: 52.0cm
Weight: 8.5kg

Finish
Chrome Aluminium

Price per unit
R 2 700.00

Stand Model XL
The brushed aluminium finish floor stand raises the
system to a height of 78.8cm while hiding the power
cord and antenna for a clean clutter-free look.
Specifications



Dimensions: H: 52.0cm
Weight: 8.5kg

Finish
Chrome Aluminium

Price per unit
R 2 700.00
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